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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the New Editor-in-Chief of JACC
SIMON DACK, MD, FACC, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
New York, New York
With this issue of JACC I bring to a close my 35-year tenure
as Editor-in-Chief of the official journal of the American
College of Cardiology . I do so with complete confidence that
my distinguished successor, William W. Parmley. MD will
maintain the high standards and reputation that JACC has
attained as the premier journal in cardiology since its first
issue in January 1983 .
The many who helped . I am indebted to many persons for
their help and support. I thank, in particular, all the past
Presidents and Officers of the College and Executive Vice-
President William D. Nelligan for their devoted serv ,:e to the
Journal and its Editor ; all the past and present disti iguished
members of the Editorial Board, the Associate Editors and the
hundreds of anonymous reviewers for their efforts in maintain-
ing the high scientific and literary standards of the Journal
. I
have set up many affectionate bonds through these years as
your Editor and shall always cherish them
.
In 1982 when the College made the decision to change
publishers and to launch a new journal devoted to cardio-
vascular medicine, the College and I went through a very
difficult period . Three current and past College Presidents,
Charles Fisch, MD, Dan McNamara, MD and Suzanne
Knoebel, MD, as well as Bill Nelligan. encouraged me to
continue as Editor of the new Journal . In retrospect, I am
thankful for their insistence and I hope that after 10 years I
have succeeded and fulfilled their expectations .
My commitment was to maintain the high reputation of
the Journal and its strong clinical orientation . In my 1958
editorial in the first issue of the
American Journal of Cardi-
ology, our official ACC journal for 25 years . I stated
. "it is
our aim to make this new journal a teaching journal devoted
to the practicing clinician and cardiologist
. Greater stress
will be put on the clinical application of the newer graphic
biochemical and other laboratory methods responsible for
the recent strides in cardiology ." With the introduction of
even more sophisticated techniques in cardiac diagnosis and
treatment and in the study of molecular cardiology in the
past 10 years, I have tried to adhere to this policy as
Editor-in-Chief of JACC. For me, this has been an ongoing
and challenging continuing education program .
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I wish to single out my Assistant Editors for their devoted
help and support over many years despite their cfmical
practice. hospital and medical school responsibilities . These
are Ira Gelb, MD, Melvin Kahn, MD, Leslie Kuhn, MD, and
Martin Goldman, MD, as well as the late Raymond Harris,
MD . Also, a very special thank you to Ruth Ohman, my
long-time Executive Editor, for her selfless support, devo-
tion and guidance during my tenure on both College journals .
She has fulfilled her obligations to three taskmasters-the
Editor, the Publisher and the College-with remarkah'o
expertise. Our Publisher. Elsevier Science Publishing Co .,
and the Journal's support staff are to be congratulated on
JACC's elegant design and printing and efficient processing
of manuscripts .
With special thanks. There are four persons to whom I
owe a special acknowledgment .
First, I thank Charles Fisch, who solicited and organized
all 32 review az icles for the landmark first issue of JACC . As
Chairman of the Publications Committee, he offered fair-
ness . sound guidance, feedback and a friendship that has
meant much to me
. There were many times when he refused
to fake no for an answer and saw to it that I would continue
doing what has really been so important to me
.
Drs . Dan McNamara and Suzanne Knoebel each spent a
year during their terms as College President in 1982 and 1983
supporting and encouraging me throughout the formative
stages of JACC . More recently, Suzanne Knoebel was the
guiding force in developing and gathering the distinguished
review articles the Journal published to celebrate the Col-
lege's 40th anniversary .
The fourth person I am indebted to is William D . Nelli-
gan. who, as Executive Vice President of the College,
always recognized the importance of maintaining a scientific
journal of high quality. In times of technical and financial
problems faced by the Editor and Publisher, he was my loyal
and steadfast representative to the Executive Committee of
the College. On many occasions, additional paid text pages
were made available to the Editor .
Lmkhfg ahead . Finally, 11 thank Bill Parmley for his many
courtesies
. He has invited me to continue to advise him and
has appointed me as Founding Editor . To the best of my
ability, I will continue to lend my experience to the Journal
when he calls on me . It is with respect and admiration that I
wish Bill Parmley success in his new assignment .
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